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Open Up and Expand Your Readings with  

The Treasure of the Stones Reading Method 
© 2012 Jordan Hoggard 

  
This method came to be . . .  

when inspired by a simple and familiar scene . . .  
on a daily walk in 2012 several miles out of Santa Fe, NM, USA . . . 

 
I was walking down a fave path, and a stone that seemed all too normal, 

familiar even though striking catching to blip on my peripheral vision radar, caught 
my eye from the side. Noticing it as if it had actually verbally called out, it embraced 
my attention, connected. Smiling and walking over, checking around it for and 
spiders and centipedes first, seeing none, I reached out and picked it up. Somehow, 
this normal and somehow familiar stone gestured an indication to see my own 
familiar surroundings in a different light, to see things I felt familiar, differently, and 
pick them up more fully as I scooped it up.  

It struck me like a bolt of lightning, Can’t see the forest for the trees? Nah, it’s 
not that. That doesn’t resonate. I’m basically in the desert here. Strange that that 
came up. Oh! Not strange at all. SO unrelated. That’s the habit structure of my 
subconscious suggesting what it expects. I’m in the desert. My subconscious is 
going to need to inspect its expectations rather than be lazy like that and drool out a 
broken record suggestion drop. Cool. All me. Glad I saw through that self-sbaotage 
trap. I looked up with the stone in my palm and looked around. BIG sky. Big expanse 
of land. OH WOW! COOL! I SEE! My expectations and the things I find familiar! 
That’s it! My expectations and my familiar surroundings are so big and so there I 
can’t see them. Gotta inspect those expectations just like I projected that onto my 
subconscious. It’s me. I’m in the driver’s seat. Inner Inheritances and Parts can 
suggest, can be wise Counsel, though it’s my job to decide. It’s my role to use the 
mouth. No more hijacking the voice. I better dust and clean off my expectations the 
each time to keep perspective fresh, to not see what I am looking for, but what 
actually is! Nah, I’ll go one more step. Cross-check ‘em in the 1st place. Or, even 
better, simply see what is. Yes… That. 



The background had an important presence as it set the stage for that scene. 
Nature played out what I call Presence As Architecture there. Presence As 
Architecture is when the whole scene or gesture or look or feel… just one thing feels 
to just about have everything. Call Presence As Architecture when someone or 
something is connected, and it shows, resonates out from within. And, water 
conforms to its cup. The desert opened me up rather than containing me. Nodding 
my head smiling in silence, I looked around… 

Shaking off the sand from the stone in my hand, I turned it over to discover one 
of my own Inner Inheritances in the treasure hidden beneath it, an ability to see 
beyond the visible. This happens frequently even when I am reviewing and 
coordinating architectural drawings and specifications. I just jump somewhere, turn 
to a particular page for no reason other than I felt to and BAM look right at something 
in need of correction or modification or some more tuning and tailoring to get it just 
so in or near the realm of beauty. You can call it intuition or radar or a Spidey Sense, 
though I learned long ago that the reasons around it are typically wholly 
unreasonable. That I’ve trusted and developed it is enough. Some people say 
beauty is an abstract. I say, Nah, I dimension it every day… especially if I paint or 
draw a flower. Not just my work. It’s Nature. Look around your scene where you are 
right now. Look at how you’ve set things up if you’re at home. Look at how things are 
set up and playing out if you are outside. What is seen in the scene. Can you use 
both that inside and outside with your Tarot right now? So, I expressed all that to 
myself, and here we are in The Treasure of the Stones Reading Method. 

So, with this Inner Inheritance in play functioning right there with the stone 
standing in the desert, I pulled out the deck I brought along from my backpack, and 
drew a card. I pulled the 5 of Pentacles, and with a fast fascination still steeping in 
what I had just experienced and the experience I received fully and then took the 
reins to drive for myself. Thank you, Nature. I immediately felt the card differently.  

I saw no loss or hard times in the Mystereum version of the 5 of Pentacles. 
The pity and the pain of the hobble and the cripple in the snow on the Coleman-
Smith RWS version had been blown away like chaff from wheat in the wind, was a 
snake its skin shedded, a snake its skin not missed.  

All I saw was something so big and so there that it was hiding in plain sight. I 
saw a warm and established golden inner light within the beautiful chaos of the 
Pentacled mind-window! Is this the place where my Inner Inheritances live, in a 5, in 
a solid and earthly Pentacles number of Nature inside me? And/Or Both/And, do 



they live in my every cell, and this is their Temple? No longer were those tears in the 
image. They were the sacred adornments of solid emotions fluidly fluent and 
flowing . . . Emotions from Pentacles? A Queen of Cups moment from the 5 of 
Pentacles?  Why yes! In fact, of course! Did you follow. Did I miss something back 
there in the experience. In fact it wasn’t even a The Fool step leap of faith to go from 
a tear or pain in a Pentacle to sacred adornment which is solid, Pentacle-style 
jewelry, to sacred adornment being an emotional voice, to the Queen of Cups as the 
Ruler of balance and harmony in the full-boat intensity of emotions… calmly… 
calmly, the Queen of Cups strong enough to be gentle. Yes, warm, established inner 
light. Yes… That. 

Emotions that make a strong impression as they emerge from the chaos and 
conflict and discordant preamble brambles of engagement of the 5. And, the 5 of 
Pentacles felt to flow into the 6. Emotions making an impression in the 5 led the way 
to an epic spiral of giving and receiving in the 6 as the sequence felt and discovered 
in the 5 handed off the next step in the process to the 6 in a natural and reciprocal 
exchange from the 5’s gift to the 6’s reception. Yes, the 6, full in the ability to receive 
as its mode of being is an exchange number in this epic spiral of giving and receiving 
we call life. 
 

    
       established inner light       orbits of epic spirals giving and receiving 

 



The Treasure of the Stones Reading Method 
 

The Treasure of the Stones Reading Method can be used with Tarot and 
Oracle and LeNormand decks, and any deck really. That’s your call. There no rules 
to be broken there. In fact while I’m on that topic, I suggest you listen and contribute 
your mods (modifications) to tune and tailor the system to your liking if you feel any 
evolutions. I’d love to hear about them as well. It’s great when a creation goes out 
into the world on its own and sends back postcards so to speak from its travels and 
experiences and what it has been influenced by while speaking for itself. 

The Treasure of the Stones Tarot Reading Method uses cards from stacks of 
cards called Stones. The top card of each Stone (stack of cards) is called your Stone 
Card.  The bottom card of each Stone (stack of cards) is called your Treasure Card.  
Cards for your Treasure of the Stones 3-card / 6-card reading are drawn after you 
place or lightly drop your deck into 3 Stones on your reading area. 3 stacks of cards 
of whatever heights are then face down so you see card backs.  

Again, the top card is your Stone Card, and the bottom card is called your 
Treasure Card or Treasure of the Stone Card. Your Treasure Card is a treasure that 
is discovered when you visualize picking up the Stone Card and shake off the sand 
as if you just found it, like my rock. You shake it off, and you turn it over. Top card 
turned over like the 1st look inside a geode? 

Your Treasure of the Stone Card will then serve to enhance your Stone Card.  
You will also be able to use your Treasure of the Stone Card to further activate your 
Stone Card in a way so that they work together as a partnership. The Treasure of 
the Stones Reading Method will give you an easy to use opportunity for you to get 
more goody out of your Readings. It is a way to really focus how you see your 
Readings to see further into and out from your reading. Over time as you get more 
fluid with the Treasure of the Stones it may very well begin to ally with you to abduce, 
to draw out those unseen qualities from the beyond. And, as you’ll see, you might 
even have an easy time playing in several scales of your Tarot vision at one time. 

  
○ Your current situation as it stands will be represented by your Stone 

Cards.   
○ May your Treasure Cards show you something new, and allow the 

Stones of your situation, familiar things, to be seen and made workable 



in a new light. What’s the workability in the situation?, is the type of solid 
question to ask your Treasure Cards. They have splendor. They and 
stones have strength and weight and splendor. They can dish, and they 
can take it, too. 

○ Your Treasure Cards provide allies to enhance and adjust your 
perspective so you more easily see familiar things differently in ways that 
help you get to know them better.   

 
The Intent 

The intent of the Treasure of the Stones Tarot Reading is to inform you and 
ease and resolve your stresses so they don’t strain you. In this way you are better 
able to make informed decisions for yourself in your life rather than staying in the 
self-fulfilling prophecy of continually reacting. That keeps you in trauma. I suggest 
not to allow your Sovereignty and boundaries to be violated or even inundated. Push 
back, even if by the flashing back mirror of zero response. Things then miss you as 
they pass by, or are reflected right back into where they originated. 

Stress is simply a force applied. Strain is when something is pushed past its 
elastic limits and bends or breaks or becomes damaged. This mindset can help you 
identify the forces applied in your life and help you to reinforce your boundaries with 
perspective and workability.  

The allies born of these Stones will assist you to direct and resolve your 
stresses before they get to the point of strain, at which point you need time to 
recover.  

The allies born of these Stones may help you dial into your own fluid fluency 
with Yourself and how you work and go about things so your inner workings and 
Inner Inheritances work better together in an amplified harmony. The qualities of 
workability and resolution in how stresses are resolved may work inside you similar 
to how structural forces present in a building or structure are resolved. May your 
magical house of cards not be just a house of cards easily huffed and puffed and 
blown down. May your House of Cards be a solid structure exquisitely crafted 
bracing against the cornerstone of your choice! 

So, let’s strike some Tarot chords here today and get a resonance all your own 
playing with The Treasure of the Stones in a very Tarot in the Land of Mystereum 
way!  



Getting Started with Your Treasure of the Stones Reading 
 

● Shuffle and/or slide-sift your cards in the way you are accustomed to start a 
Reading. 

● Once you’re settled and dialed into the shuffling being just right, 
● Hold your deck of cards just above your altar cloth deck wrap or table or 

wherever you are.  
● Meditate on your question as you close your eyes and let everything cascade 

away like the tide going out. Breathe deeply. In deeply and exhaling slowly 
though solidly 4 times. 

● When you hear mostly only your own breath with all else as white noise tuned 
out into the background, or better yet you’re in the zone and connected and all 
that chatter is far away or gone, subtly, with your eyes still closed, work your 
fingers to drop your deck into 1 Stone as you continue and slowly move your 
hand to the right and drop the 2nd and then 3rd Stones.    

● There are no wrong stone heights. Flat mica sheafs of a single card, ledger 
stones longer than they are thick, blocky boulders. The way your drop scales 
their height is important, though not to get right or wrong kind of important. The 
Stones will be what they will be. You’ll see. 

 

   
 

     Stone 1          Stone 2          Stone 3 



Heightening Your Stones for your Reading 
What does Heightening Your Stones mean? 

 
Before You Turn Over Your Stone Cards, your top cards 

Before you turn over your Stone Cards . . . spend 20 focused seconds to note 
and feel into the heights of your 3 Stones. Feel into the heights, and the path of 
travel surfing the heights with your hand , NOT your dealing hand. Give yourself a 
new perspective from the gift the hand that dealt gave. Record the heights of your 
stones in your mind as a path of travel for the reading as you move through the 
reading. Hold your non-dealing hand out over the cards, and literally move it across 
the Stones surfing above the heights as a gull hanging out floating in the air on the 
backside of an ocean wave. Slowly and quietly, get quiet enough to hear . . . let your 
hand move like a slow wave surfing the heights of the Stones without touching them. 



Set the tone of your Reading by reading out loud what the heights of your 
Stones may present as the path or sequence of your reading.  

So, first you note how to Read the heights of your Stones. Allow Reading the 
heights of your Stones to set a tone, to make a place, to gift you an overall sense of 
your Reading before you even turn over your cards. The tenor of the music of the 
reading to come is certainly there if you feel to include it.  

Keep these presaged and prescient sequences fluid and flexible during the 
reading, and by all means refer back to them. They provide a context for how you 
first perceive the scene (of your Reading). Let them warm you up as a proper 
trailhead cairn of stacked stones marking the trailhead of the path of your Reading. 

 
Thicker Stones can indicate: much info, a hurdle, a vista, a higher octave, 
and/or ______ 
 
 
 
Medium Stones can indicate: basic info, a balance, a plateau or bowl, and/or  
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Thinner Stones can indicate:  little information, focused and clear info, 
straightforward, ease, a low point, a grounded place, and/or  
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
  

Write down the tenor of what resonates with you when Reading the heights 
of your Stones, and/or speak it out loud if you are reading for yourself or in a session 
with a client. I suggest to keep these very brief. Simply express the potential qualities, 
the POTENTIAL weather of the upcoming reading from the heights if you will. I utilize 
it as a Welcome to Your Reading time as a message from the card backs. I can’t 
ignore card backs. Now, THAT’s aligned with not seeing the forest for the trees. 
Don’t we see the card backs for longer than we see the cards? Will you think about 
that? 



More often than not, I find reading the weather and the flow from the 
Heightening of the Stones applies more than directly. More like, it becomes the 
Nature, the environment the reading lives in. That also honors the sacred space of 
the reading by literally allowing the cards to be Creator and from within open up to fill 
the space you are in with the life of the reading. 

Did I set an expectation that limited the reading with the weather and flow 
reading the height of the Stones, or did I respectfully and sacredly not blithely walk 
over something of value? Did I pull it in as an ally to the reading? It is valuable? Your 
call. You can nuke the tool if you like. I don’t. I’ve seen a client come more to the 
table just from that as intro. Is it because now I’ve brought them where we are both 
swimming in the not-knowing of the cards to come. They move from the balcony seat 
back seat right to front row.  

As we say in Mystereum and in the fraternal twins of ImaginAction and 
ImaginAction 2.0 ~ The Unplugged Sessions… Your Life, Your Way, actionably. 
 
So, 
 
The first Stone feels to indicate  
 
__________________________________________________ 
 
The second Stone feels to indicate  
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
 
The third Stone feels to indicate  
 
__________________________________________________ 
 
Waving your hand over the Stones, all together as a height-map of your 
Reading’s upcoming journey, the Stones feel to indicate: 
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 



Knowing Your Card Positions 
1 Stone 1 is the Stone of your question: write down your question here. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
2 Stone 2 is the Stone indicating what you need to know about your question 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
3 Stone 3 is the Stone of how your question is and will play out. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
1a Stone Card 1 __________________________________________ 
1b Treasure of the Stone Card 1 ______________________________ 
 
2a Stone Card 2  __________________________________________ 
2b Treasure of the Stone Card 2 ______________________________ 
 
3a Stone Card 3  __________________________________________ 
3b Treasure of the Stone Card 3 ______________________________ 
 
 

Seeing Your Stone Cards First 
Turn over your Stone Cards first, 1 by one through all 3, the top card of each 

card stack. Turn them over one by one. As you turn over each Stone Card allow 
yourself to feel them open your reading like the curtain coming up on your favorite 
production. Feel this opening from the heights of each Stone, and allow the cards to 
play into their card positions. 

 
1 Stone 1 is the Stone of your question: write your question down here again: 

____________________________________________________________ 
2 Stone 2 is the Stone indicating what you need to know about your question 

____________________________________________________________ 
3 Stone 3 is the Stone of how your question is and will play out. 

 
1a Stone Card 1 __________________________________________ 



2a Stone Card 2  __________________________________________ 
3a Stone Card 3  __________________________________________ 
 

Discovering Your Treasure of the Stone Cards 
Discover your Treasure of the Stone Cards to further activate: 
1 Stone 1 is the Stone of your question: is your question evolving, changing? If 
so, write down its newest evolution here: 
 
 
2 Stone 2 is the Stone indicating what you need to know about your question 
 
 
3 Stone 3 is the Stone of how your question is and will play out. 
 
 
1b Treasure of the Stone Card 1 ______________________________ 
2b Treasure of the Stone Card 2 ______________________________ 
3b Treasure of the Stone Card 3 ______________________________ 
 
 
 

Now, for the Treasure of the Stones Magic 
 

Stone 1:  
How is your Treasure of the Stone Card, 1b, a treasure to be found in and further 
activate your Stone Card, 1a? Ask yourself, “How does your Treasure Card pulse as 
the heartbeat of your Stone Card? 
Stone 1:  
How is your Treasure of the Stone Card 1b a treasured heartbeat pulsing in and 
activating your Stone Card, 1a? 
How is your Treasure of the Stone Card 1b_________________ a treasured 
heartbeat pulsing in and activating your Stone Card 1a____________________? 
 
 



Stone 2:  
How is your Treasure of the Stone Card 2b a treasured heartbeat pulsing in and 
activating your Stone Card, 2a? 
How is your Treasure of the Stone Card 2b_________________ a treasured 
heartbeat pulsing in and activating your Stone Card 2a____________________? 
 
Stone 3:  
How is your Treasure of the Stone Card 3b a treasured heartbeat pulsing in and 
activating your Stone Card, 3a? 
How is your Treasure of the Stone Card 3b_________________ a treasured 
heartbeat pulsing in and activating your Stone Card 
3a________________________ ? 
 
 

Coalesce the Above to Secure the Below 
 

Let’s do some Turbo Reading to get the wheat of your spread full-on into play: 
OFF with the chaff to refresh your Reading WHILE you are Reading.  

Forgetting is for getting.  It makes more room for the good stuff. ~ Mystereum 
 

Write down one phrase that comes to mind for each card, then make one sentence 
together from your card phrases that embraces your whole reading: 
 
Your Turbo Reading card phrases: 
1a ____________________________________________________________ 
1b ____________________________________________________________ 
2a ____________________________________________________________ 
2b ____________________________________________________________ 
3a ____________________________________________________________ 
3b ____________________________________________________________ 
 
1a + 1b + 2a + 2b + 3a + 3b = 
 
 



Now 
Mix your Turbo card phrases together and compose them into one or two short 

sentences from pairings.   
Examples: 1a + 3b; 2b + 1a; 3a + 2a; etc. Make some little, or not so little, 

binary star systems between pairings of cards. How do they orbit together? Rough 
and tumble? Seamless segues? Fluid fluency? Do they amplify or deflate one 
another? Are they one-sided with one another or reciprocal? If you feel negativity, I 
suggest to dial into that so you don’t waste the opportunity in trouble. If you feel bliss 
and/or resonance, steep and immerse in that, maybe even without words. Simply 
experience that, nourish yourself with the ablution of the tingles of it. 

 
Mark things out and shuffle the words around and re-tune and tailor them until 

they are just right. They may still be moving targets. Let the Mustangs run! Let the 
sloths amble. They’re both excellent. They each simply move in their own natural 
way, that’s not in need of tutelage. Write the sentence with that you compose here: 

 
 
 

Bonus Stone Magic: The Geode Stone Cards  
~ to discover your Reading’s inner treasure ~ 

 
Now, take a few moments with your palms on the table, or if you’re sitting in 

the park on your thighs or the ground where you are. Breathe. Inhale deeply and 
hold for 3 seconds, and slowly, though forcefully engaged in your breath like you are 
letting yourself down a hill with a rope rail, exhale completely. Please do that 4 times.  

Your Reading will settle in and percolate at this false summit plateau. False 
summits only deflate you the 1st time. Every time after that you know the plateau is 
the place to rest, recover, and hydrate even more… and take an expansive look 
around. 

Remember what you felt when you read the heights of your Stones . . . which 
Stone calls to you?  Which stone resonates as if somehow there is further treasure 
to discover? 

 



Pull your two initial cards from that Stone aside, your Stone Card and Treasure 
Card, and pick up the Stone that called to you. Did you just find a Geode Card?!  
Move it around in the air, and when you feel it . . . crack open your Geode Stone!  
The 2 cards at either side of the place you open up your Geode Stone are the most 
precious of treasures to take with you and keep in mind. See these two cards within 
the Stone like beautiful inner crystal formations born of your Reading that apply to 
the Stone and your whole reading. 

How do these two Geode Cards express the overall personality of your 
Treasure of the Stones Reading today? 
 

 Geode Stone Card Left   Geode Stone Card Right 
What crystal treasure sparkles in your eyes in each of your Geode Stone 

Cards? 
 

And… there you go. You’ve just done s Treasure of the Stones Reading 
 
 

Best to your Reading sessions with your 3-Stone / 6-card Treasure of the 
Stones Tarot Reading resonating with you to further open up your Tarot and/or 
Oracle Readings. Also, do 1-Stone and 2-Stone Readings. How many stones are on 
your altar. Why not start with that number, or simply with one of them? 

If you had fun, you may have just read Tarot like Fred Astaire and Ginger 
Rogers’ danced, expert skill in play. Did you just read Tarot and experience your 
own expert skill in play? Fred & Ginger’s dancing is a wonderful scene, and also may 
be so familiar to them that . . . ever notice the fluid fluency of Ginger’s expert skill in 
play that is different than his? Think about the scene. You may miss seeing familiar 
surroundings differently as they have such fluid fluency together. Notice, though. . . . . 
She does everything he does . . . though backwards and in heels! Excellent! See 
your scene in a reading, especially the high heels in sync going backwards? How 
does that apply? Great question. Always respect the things that surf the surface of 
the liminal horizon and venture in to your reading. Call them spiritual fans who made 
pilgrimage to your reading, honored guests. Unless of course, they’re not, then don’t 
let the in.  



Some of those could your Inheritances and Parts  and Inner Allies coming 
forward to amplify your reading, or just to have a front row seat at your reading or to 
experience you reading the cards for yourself or someone else. 
 

The Treasure of the Stones Reading Method 
 

The magic of 3 Stone Cards easily becomes a more manageable 6-card 
reading. The cards tend to heartbeat together with their Treasure Cards. You can 
also do a reading with 2 Stones so that your 2 Stones easily become a very 
manageable 4 cards.  And, for quick readings also try a reading with 1 Stone where 
the top Stone Card heartbeats with its Treasure Card.  Choose how many Stones 
you bring to the table. It’s your Reading.  Heck, instead of a 14-card Celtic Cross 
spread, try a 7-Stone spread. Heck, do the 7-Stone spread to get your 14 cards, and 
then place them in the 14-card Celtic Cross spread and take it from there with 
THOSE card positions. The Stones then just acted as your Tarot Maitre’d’s escorting 
the cards to their table reservation in the Celtic Cross. 

See if the cards gather ‘round in a chorus with more clarity when you try that. 
Sticks and stones may break my bones, though these Stones will bring me treasure.  
You are your own spell. Cast yourself with your Treasure of the Stones reading. 

And, remember, please don’t smoke the narcotic of hope. Certainly have faith 
in yourself, though I suggest to not try to kiss a promise by smoking hope. If you are 
feeling down, honestly dial into it and kick your rut not your butt. Be nice to yourself 
always, without fail. That’s a priceless investment in yourself. And, I hear that lasts a 
lifetime. 

No need to yes, but with your failures. Though, from my perspective, failures 
actually don’t exist. They are fabrications like an internal glass ceiling Admin Dept 
that chastises you from your past, habitual self-sabotaging elements that take a 
good amount of work to integrate and re-wire and reconfigure them so their energies 
are plugged in rather than short-circuiting the system. Can you gig that to stop it? 
Can you gig your celestial groove right into gear? Downshift? Upshift? Best to you 
finding some great treasures when you read with the Treasure of the Stones. May 
the sparkle in your eyes be brightened from inside! Failures don’t exist? Ok, if you 
are going to fail, fail beautifully, fully! Otherwise, I see failures as OFLs – 
Opportunities For Learning. Can you not waste trouble like that as well? 



Don’t waste trouble. What does that mean? Another excellent question. You 
see, the only Principal in my Principal’s Office is me… and, I don’t keep office hours. 
Can you let yourself off the hook by being truthful? When you are truthful with your 
partner, you begin to be able to make your OWN relationship rules. How’s your 
relationship with the partner of yourself? How do you make the rules for you. I don’t 
keep office hours in the Principal’s office. Sovereign is a wonderful word, and an 
even more wonderful feeling. Like a mountain lion strong enough to be gentle, and 
not so gentle when need be. Even so, those when need be times get less and less 
the more your patience is dialed into to being focused strength, you inner ocean 
calm… or crashing. Water does lots.  

I see two kinds of people who request truth. Those who want you to do all the 
work, and then they will manipulate you once you start to open up, as they won’t. 
Those who express for you to be truthful, and they do that simply wanting you, the 
horse’s mouth, to help them get to know you and connect further, and the same 
reciprocally. 

I say, if you are going to fail, fail beautifully, fail beautifully doing something that 
fulfills you. Though, if you are going to read Tarot and/or Oracle cards and/or 
Lenormand and/or other… please step up to the straight up honesty of what you feel. 
Over time and with practice, your readings might become even more valued gifts in 
the form of a professional service. Keep increasing…  
  

Thanks for using the Treasure of the Stones!   
I hope you find the Method valuable. 

 

Moira’s Blessings from The Land of Mystereum, 
Jordan 

 

Visit my growing Shop ImaginAction website for the latest and greatest blog 
and Self-amplifying products: 

 

www.jordanhoggard.com  
~ like red and green chile for your Soul ~ 


